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The analysis of factors contributing to the stability of proteins
is a subject of intense debate. Particularly challenging is the study
of structural proteins, since their function is their structure. Among
these is collagen, the key structural component of bones, skin, and
other connecting tissues. The collagen triple helix is characterized
by the presence of hydroxyproline, whose content modulates triple
helix stability. Due to the complexity and the fibrous nature of
collagen, data on the stability and structure of this protein have
been mainly obtained using collagen-like polypeptides.1 Here we
address the role of hydroxyproline in triple helix stability, based
on a thermodynamic study of polypeptides containing repeating
triplets Hyp-Hyp-Gly. In this scenario, we provide a comprehensive
interpretation of the available data on collagen-like polypeptides
containing proline derivatives.

Collagen triple helical structure consists of three polyproline II
chains with repetitive sequence motif X-Y-Gly, (X and Y are
frequently proline and hydroxyproline). In vertebrates, proline
hydroxylation leading to 4R-hydroxy-L-proline (HypR) occurs
selectively at the Y position as a posttranslational modification
which confers extra stability, as revealed using collagen-like
polypeptides.2 These studies also showed that the polypeptide with
the repeating sequence HypR-Pro-Gly does not associate in triple
helix,2b that the stereoselectivity of the hydroxylation reaction is
nonaccidental, since neither polypeptides (Pro-HypS-Gly)10 nor
(HypS-Pro-Gly)10 associate in triple helix.2c How do we explain
these stabilizing or destabilizing properties of Hyp?

The initial idea that solvation effects may stabilize the triple helix
via water-mediated hydrogen bonds3 was weakened by the observa-
tion that the polypeptide (Pro-FlpR-Gly)10, is hyperstable (FlpR is
4R-fluoro-L-proline) despite the low tendency of fluorine to form
hydrogen bonds.4 Therefore, stabilization was ascribed to inductive
effects favoring the requiredtrans conformation of the prolyl-
peptide bond preceding HypR. Since an influence of thecis-trans
equilibrium on triple helix stability would have equally applied to
Pro-HypR-Gly and HypR-Pro-Gly triplets, this hypothesis could not
explain the triple helix destabilization induced by HypR in the latter.
Therefore, a new model was introduced, based on the different
intrinsic conformational properties of Pro and Hyp.5 Namely, (i)
Pro adopts preferentially two distinct conformational states (down
and up) which are characterized by backboneæ,ψ angles typical
of the X and the Y positions, respectively,6 (ii) HypR preferentially
up, with æ,ψ angles distinctive of the Y and not suitable for the X
position, (iii) HypS is preferentially down, requiringæ,ψ angles
suitable for the X and not for the Y position. However, the insertion
of HypS at the X position provokes destabilizing inter-chain
clashes.5a

This propensity-based mechanism, supported by quantum me-
chanical calculations7 and the recent finding that triple helix
stabilization induced by HypR is due to entropic effects,8 afforded
an explanation of the literature data. More recently, two independent
studies showed that the presence of FlpR in the X position of the
FlpR-Pro-Gly triplets does not allow triple helix folding, whereas
the presence of FlpS at the same position confers enhanced thermal
stability.9 In contrast, the polypeptide with repeating sequence FlpS-
HypR-Gly, which was expected to be more stable than FlpS-Pro-
Gly, does not form the triple helix,10 Table S1. In addition, poly-
peptides containing the repeating sequence HypR-Thr-Gly are more
stable than those containing Pro-Thr-Gly.11 All these studies have
renewed the challenge to rationalize the known experimental data
and to gather further information to clarify the mechanism of triple
helix stabilization.

With this aim we characterized the host-guest (Pro-HypR-Gly)3-
(HypR-HypR-Gly)4(Pro-HypR-Gly)3 ((POG)3(OOG)4(POG)3) and the
full-length (HypR-HypR-Gly)10 ((OOG)10) polypeptides, both con-
taining HypR simultaneously at the X and the Y positions. Despite
the inability of (HypR-Pro-Gly)10 to fold in triple helix,2b thermal
unfolding curves of the two polypeptides are typical of a triple helix
transition (Figures 1A and S1, and S2). Their capability to form a
triple helix is also supported by kinetic studies and crystallization
experiments (Figures S3 and S4). Furthermore, thermal transition
curves show that (POG)3(OOG)4(POG)3 and (OOG)10 consistently
exhibit a moderate stabilization induced by proline hydroxylation
at the X position of the HypR-HypR-Gly triplets, since their melting
temperatures are respectively 1° and 5° higher than that of (POG)10

(Figures 1A, S1, and S2 and Table S1). The lower slope of these
curves, compared to those of (POG)10 and (PPG)10, indicates a lower
degree of cooperative unfolding (Figure 1A). Our findings are
consistent with the slight stabilization induced by the replacement
of a single Pro-HypR-Gly triplet with HypR-HypR-Gly in host-
guest polypeptides.1a,12This consistency between results on host-
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Figure 1. (A) Thermal transition curves of the collagen-like polypeptides
(PPG)10 (red), (POG)10 (green), (POG)3(OOG)4(POG)3 (black), and (OOG)10

(blue). (B) Interaction between HypR residues in X and Y positions of two
(OOG)10 adjacent chains, as derived by molecular modeling using O16.
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guest and full-length polypeptides, which has not been observed
in the case of the Pro-FlpR-Gly triplet,12 shows that stabilization
induced by HypR-HypR-Gly triplets is compatible with the triple
helical structure and is not to be attributed to local distortions of
the triple helix.

Together with the data reported for (HypR-Pro-Gly)10 and (HypR-
Thr-Gly)10,2b,11our results on (POG)3(OOG)4(POG)3 and (OOG)10

indicate that the effect on triple helix stability of HypR in the X
position strongly depends on the residue type allocated in the Y
position (Table S1). This suggests that a contribution to the triple
helix stability may derive from an interaction between residues
allocated in the X and the Y positions of two adjacent chains.

On the basis of the propensity-based model,5 the allocation of
HypR in the X position of the polypeptide (HypR-HypR-Gly)10

should generate destabilizing effects. Indeed, for the correct building
of the triple helix, the imino acid located in the X position should
assume the backbone dihedral angles associated to a down
puckering, whereas HypR preferentially adopts the up state.5a

However, quantum mechanical calculations have shown that the
energies involved in the up-down transition of HypR fall in the
range 0.5-1.5 kcal/mol.7a Consistently, HypR can occur in its less
favored down state when this is concomitant with an extra-
stabilizing interaction.13 By modeling a down HypR at the X position
and an up HypR at the Y position of the (Pro-Pro-Gly)10 crystal
structure,6a we observed that a direct hydrogen bond can be easily
formed between HypR residues belonging to two adjacent chains
(Figure 1B and Supporting Information). This interaction may allow
overcoming the energy gap between the up-down conformers of
HypR and has the advantage of keeping the correctæ,ψ angles to
form the triple helix (since it keeps HypR in X as a down
conformer). The occurrence of a down puckering for HypR in the
presence of extra-stabilizing interactions is supported by the
observation that the replacement of Pro with HypR in the sequence
Ac(Gly-Pro-Thr)10NH2 increases triple helix stability.11 Indeed, a
stabilizing either direct or water-mediated hydrogen bond between
HypR and Thr side chains at the X and Y positions of two adjacent
helices is possible only if HypR adopts a down conformation.

In the case of HypR-Pro-Gly triplets,2b no interactions would be
available to overcome the down-up energy gap, with the result of
requiring æ,ψ angles not suitable for the X position. Along this
line, the strong destabilizing effect induced by FlpR-HypR-Gly and
FlpR-Pro-Gly triplets may be ascribed to (i) the absence of
stabilizing interactions between the side chains of the residues in
X and Y position and to (ii) the higher energetic barrier between
the up and the down state of FlpR. Therefore, these peptides strictly
follow the rules imposed by the propensity-based model.

Conformational preferences are also able to explicate the higher
stability conferred to the triple helix by replacement of Pro-
Pro-Gly triplets with FlpS-Pro-Gly9 or with Amp+S-Pro-Gly14

(Amp+S ) protonated 4S-amino-L-proline), independent results
which cannot be explained invoking thecis-trans equilibrium.4

Indeed, FlpS and plausibly the charged Amp+S have a higher
tendency toward thecisconformer than HypS and, therefore, should
be destabilizing.4,14bAlternatively, the stabilization arising from the
intrinsic higher propensity of FlpS and likely of the charged Amp+S

(compared to HypS)15 to adopt a down conformation, withæ, ψ
angles adequate for the X position, may compensate for the steric
collisions generated by the pyrrolidine substituents, which appear
to render HypS destabilizing in X.5a Consistently, the protonated
status of NH2 in AmpS is a prerequisite for triple helix formation.14b

In addition, we have observed by molecular modeling that severe
steric clashes exist in the structure of (FlpS-HypR-Gly)10, due to

the presence of the HypR hydroxyl group at the Y position. This
finding justifies the apparent contrasting result that FlpS stabilizes
the triple helix when in the X position of FlpS-Pro-Gly triplets,9

whereas it is strongly destabilizing in FlpS-HypR-Gly triplets (Table
S1).10

Collectively, these considerations show that several factors
modulate triple helix stabilization. A combination of imino-acid
propensities and either attractive or repulsive side-chain interactions
can rationalize all the apparently intricate literature data available.
Finally, it should be noted that HypR stabilizes in the Y position
independent of the residue type in X. Conversely, stabilization in
X occurs only when the residue located in Y is able to provide
extra-stabilizing interactions. It is tempting to believe that this is
the reason prolylhydroxylases almost exclusively act upon proline
residues at the Y position of vertebrate collagens, with no need to
control which residue is located in X. Namely, that is the reason
Nature chose Y.
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